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BWR partnership

New partnerships will result from collaboration and 
coordination among a wide array of stakeholders. This will 
realize workflow efficiencies and minimize redundancies 

between and among entities that create and use both 
authority and bibliographic data…

Report of the LC Working Group on the Future of Bibliographic Control (2008)



Addressing expressed needs:

For artworks and architectural structures, there is no 
equivalent to ISBN or ISSN.

Architectural structures have no such identifying system… 
An international and coordinated object identifier 

registry, could provide an efficient method of identifying 
objects and built works. 

Searching, record matching, clustering, and retrieval 
would be expedited and improved with a 

unique identifier system.

UCAI Final Project Report  to the Mellon Foundation (2006)



BWR project goals
 Construct a registry for architectural works and the 

built environment 

 Develop unique IDs & trusted data records for 
registered works

 Reduce redundancy by providing a networked 
source of authoritative data

 Develop a collaborative community plan to seed, 
build upon and edit a shared record



Sample problem:

 Core data
 Falling Water or Fallingwater
 Kaufmann or Kauffman House
 Edgar J. Kaufmann Sr. Residence or Kaufmann Desert House
 Frank Lloyd Wright or Richard Neutra ?
 Mill Run or Bear Run?

 Enhanced data
 Geo-code
 Dates
 View
 Type



Sample data
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Three major work efforts

 Policies about how works will be defined, how intellectual property 
concerns will be addressed, what policies and procedures are 
needed for community engagement in contributing and supporting 
development of BWR during and after the grant period.

 Tools and infrastructure to enable the work to happen, tools to 
manage access (both in building and utilizing the files), screens for 
record building and maintenance, data exchange protocols and 
utilities for interaction with other cataloging and authority systems.

 Content: A data schema and the actual registry of buildings and 
sites, bringing together source records, de-duplicating, enhancing, 
and providing a structure for the addition of more records.



Policies
 Project partners +

 BWR Advisory Council 
 Canada, Germany, India, Italy, Japan, Taiwan, Turkey, UK, US

 18 scholars, curators, librarians, & technologists 
representing diverse specializations in academic & 
cultural institutions:
 Museums: MoMA, AIC, Smithsonian, National Palace Museum Taipei
 Libraries: Columbia, Cornell, Harvard, Yale, NYU, Colby, UMiami, Illinois
 Research institutes: Courtauld,  Max Planck, Inst. For Museum Research 
 Organizations: RIBA, World Monuments Fund, SAH, IFLA



Infrastructure & Tools



Shared Shelf Commons
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Shared Shelf enables data sharing. Users can draw down data from 
authority files as well as work records contributed by Shared Shelf 

and BWR contributing partners.



Tools
 Data contribution environment 

 individuals 
 Institutions

 Data repositories
 BWR records in ARTstor Vocabulary warehouse
 BWR records shared with Getty’s CONA

 Data sharing 
 Open APIs
 Linked data strategy



Content

AVIADOR
Videodisc Index



Metadata framework

 Schema
 Core fields and an extended data model

 Data dictionary
 Provides guidelines for contributors



BWR ‘seed’ content

 Goal: registry of ~100,000 unique identified built 
works

 Identify, extract, & verify data from five sources:
 Harvard’s Olivia 2.5M > 392,917 > 55,621 
 Cornell’s Pictor 24K > 13,847 > 1,611 
 Avery’s AVIADOR 40K > 4,878
 Avery Index 650K records = subject term strings ~433,131
 ARTstor 1.4M records = built work image records ~70,000



Content development

 Aggregate 
 Disambiguate
 Normalize 
 Enhance

 CONA merge tools: Loader & Processor
 ARTstor parsing tools
 Google Refine



Field Name AVIADOR Harvard Cornell Avery ARTstor
Title/Name of Building Fallingwater, Kaufmann 

House
Fallingwater, Edgar J. 
Kaufmann House,  
Kaufmann House

Falling Water, Edgar J. 
Kaufmann Residence

Fallingwater (Kaufmann 
house).

Fallingwater, Edgar J. 
Kaufmann House, 
Kaufmann House

Location Bear Run, (Pa.) Bear Run, Pennsylvania, 
United States

Bear Run, PA, United 
States, North and Central  
America

Bear Run (Pennsylvania), 
United States

Mill Run, Pennsylvania, 
United States

Creator Wright, Frank Lloyd
One record with Ferriss, 
Hugh

Wright, Frank Lloyd Wright, Frank Lloyd Wright, Frank Lloyd Wright, Frank Lloyd

Date 1935-1939 1934-1938 1935-1936
Work Type Vacation houses, Houses,  

Country Houses
houses House House

Style/Period Modern Modernist
Subject Summer houses; vacation 

houses; terrace houses; 
hillside architecture

Houses Dwellings, Houses, 
Cantilevers, Waterfalls, 
Architecture—United 
States, National Historic 
Landmarks Program 
(U.S.), Architecture, 
Modern—20th century, 
Kaufmann, Edgar J., 
1885-1955

Culture American American
Description Modern Architecture

Other names Kaufmann, Edgar J. 
(patron)



Ingestion of Institution contributions

 Columbia Avery Index and AVIADOR
 ARTstor Architecture Collections
 SS partners: Harvard and Cornell

 BWR schema is a subset of Shared Shelf 
work schema (70 fields)

 BWR core record only requires “Name, 
Location and Unique ID”



How do we Disambiguate BWR records

 All contributed content will be mapped to the full 
BWR schema and loaded into the vocabulary 
warehouse.

 All full records will be submitted to Getty as 
contribution to CONA, ULAN, TGN and AAT 

(if sufficient data exists in the records) 

 Data will come back to BWR both de-duplicated 
and clean up after CONA’s rigorous editorial 
process.



Authority



‘Local’ Disambiguation

 In the mean time, ARTstor will de-duplicate all BWR 
records based on just two fields: name and location.

 This R&D project will develop an automated process 
that can produce ‘good enough’ algorithm to allow 
us to share all BWR records without too much 
duplication and still make BWR useful

 BWR is a registry. So we want to make the content 
available to our users as “fast” as possible



Disambiguation criteria

 We all know that if two records both have “Notre 
Dame” and “France” is not sufficient to de-
duplicate these two records.

 Is “Notre Dame” and “Paris, France” sufficient?

 The question is how “granular” do we need to go 
to gain confidence in “automatic” de-duplication. 

 We hope to report on our results in the next CNI 
meeting.



Sharing BWR records

 BWR will have a set of APIs to interact with  
external systems

 We are looking for partners and will share 
both the API and the initial set of data



Shared responsibility

Engage the community

Build good data

Set it free

Sustain



http://builtworksregistry.wordpress.com/


